
The two objects perform their itineraries 

within the Aegean region. Deriving from subsoil 

domains they take different forms; they exist 

as mutations of their geological origin. […] 

OBJECT A transmutes from a chemical compound to 

an animate state. It becomes a bearer moving on a 

vertical section. Coming from underground estates 

it operates upon terrestrial terrains, to later 

resume its actions in the ether. These actions 

create vectors. Upon its landing on solid grounds 

its volume becomes surface, the animate turns into 

a muted state. Its body explodes in fragments 

and vectors within celestial grounds. It is now 

a distant constellation of immaterial points 

and dimmed lights. Upon the ground its shadow 

is projected. This shadow, as all shadows, is 

malleable. It is the bearer of something outside 

itself. Gold is a flickering light […] Sections, 

layers, sediments, cutting, dividing, dissecting. 

The body is disembodied. Dismemberment does 

not only apply to the thing itself. It applies 

also to the relation between the thing and the 

ground/situation. The Google search did not prove 

successful. There is this rumour. Yet OBJECT B 

exists as variations of itself. One of them was 

seen behind glass at some point in time before 

the year 1933. The subject encountering the form 

was thinking of forms itself. There was 

this constant lapse in order to 

move forward. 



Where the object was removed there is a void. 

The void is not there to be seen. There are only 

vectors that point towards it […] Materials were 

transported from one island to the other. Some 

reached the shore and some were destined to belong 

to the seabed. Then the movement, instead of being 

horizontal, took a vertical direction. It became 

itself a geological section, a proof of gravity. 

Quarries, Shores, Seabeds. The production chain 

reversed. Is marble heavier than stone/bone? […] 

Tectonic plates push the shores. Islands emerge 

and lands collapse. The Anatolian fault presses 

the East towards the West, the Mediterranean 

ridge forces the water towards the land. In the 

middle stretches a volcanic arc. The plates push 

materials, substances, bodies. 

The shore as the intermediary terrain, 

where things attain their 

state of emergency.



Aurum

Dense, soft, malleable, ductile. 

It floated as dust after heavy bombardment. 

Touching the surface it sunk slowly, 

its mass gradually reaching its core. 

It rested there in silence, 

hidden from celestial laws.

[…]

The tangled hair soaked in water collected mud, 

gravel and compounds. 

The skin first resisted the pressure then 

surrendering itself 

to the spasms and convulsive pulsations.

[…]

Saturated with number 79. 

Hung on a tree in waiting mode, the black sea 

was flickering in the horizon.

[…]

The reflective warm colored surface was the 

only reminder. 

Crumbling into polyedric constellations 

as soon as it touched the body 

it casted the light back, 

creating a blind spot in the landscape.



Marmaírō

To flash, sparkle, gleam! 

An imperative state. 

Reflective voids upon lands upon water. 

[…] 

The head belonged to 

something else. 

In a non-expressive mode 

it stared at that black hole where the 

collision took place. 

Semitranslucent pure-white mass 

mirroring itself on four directions 

of a glass box. 

[…] 

The site was filled with 

unruly vegetation, 

fragments of 

aluminum cans 

and cigarette butts. 

He proceeded in disdain, 

unaware of the fact that Google Maps 

denied access 

to his location in the past.



Primitive

The two spheres spiral 

towards each other. 

Without direct contact they begin to 

form an in-between space. 

Pulls and repulsions, 

attractions and gravitations. 

One devours the other. 

What is left in their place is 

black vacuum 

and floating compound. 

[…] 

Unity can work with models of any given 

shape. 

There is however a number of object 

types useful in their own right. 

They exist before and after, 

their gleaming surfaces and undefined 

weight suspended in gridded space. 

[…] 

There was this constant lapse into 

order to move forward. 

Primitive as a non-return valve, 

or perhaps a point 

constantly retreating 

upon a linear perspective of time.



Mining

The material lay heavy on the bodies. Passive, dormant, inert. 

It veiled spasms, expansions, contractions, 

fluidities and concretizations. 

A mountainous terrain under fervent pulsations. 

The acts of gravity, of horizontal layering, 

interrupted by the violent gasps of exploding matter. 

[…]

One substance confronts the other, 

extraction leading to the point of exhaustion. 

Exhaustion as the universal law, 

the limit on which objects collide, detonate and dissolve, 

their traces hovering in a gleaming void. 

The fading dissonance of repeated convulsions echoes into 

what before was silence. 

[…]

“This faithful dissolve / This melting control can be solved

To one another / Dear lover”



Shore

It can only be understood as a section. 

Planar views capturing the dissolution of mass into gravity. 

Curved surfaces allowing the ascension of primary tides. 

[…] 

They arrived sometimes by air, 

sometimes by water. 

Fading from blue to black, 

the names changed. 

Vocals became concrete, 

dispersing themselves as monuments in the landscape. 

Transformed into points of orientation, 

floating on a liquefied desert.

[…] 

The multiplicity of referents. 

The lack of referents. 

A pulsating line sinking into diaphanous substance. 

Inhaling 

the aqueous solution of continents, 

exhaling 

vaporous fragments of time.


